Introducing our video resource guide: 
*Listen to Me! Strategies in Action*
A guide for learning strategies to support Listening and Spoken Language (LSL) outcomes for children with hearing loss.

The following videos show Listen to Me! alumni families using listening and spoken language strategies at home.

These clips demonstrate a few examples of how to implement each strategy, but the possibilities are endless! They are intended as a learning tool to inspire parents and professionals to bring listening and language into everyday activities.

**For more resources:**
[www.bakerinstituteforchildren.org](http://www.bakerinstituteforchildren.org)

Created by: Julie Cooper, MS, CCC-SLP, LSLS Cert AVT, Kayla Kolhede, MA, CCC-SLP, LSLS Cert AVT, & Jenn Parenti, MA, Ed
Setting the Stage for Listening

Bookmark **this page** on our website for quick access to all of these clips!

**EYES OPEN, EARS ON**

It’s important for your child to wear their hearing devices all day long. If their eyes are open, their ears should be on.

[Click to watch strategy](#)

**OPTIMAL LISTENING POSITION**

Sitting next to or slightly behind your child ensures that they are relying on their listening skills to understand what you say.

[Click to watch strategy](#)

**BUILD AUDITORY ATTENTION**

It’s helpful to get your child’s listening attention before you tell them new information. Point to your ear and say, “Listen!” to help them attend to sounds and language.

[Click to watch strategy](#)

**BRING ATTENTION TO SOUND**

Your child will be hearing lots of new sounds throughout their day. Bring attention to sound by pointing to your ear and saying, “I heard that!”

[Click to watch strategy](#)

**AUDITORY FIRST**

With auditory first, talk about a sound or object before your child sees it. This helps grow your child’s listening brain.

[Click to watch strategy](#)

**AUDITORY SANDWICH**

An auditory sandwich helps connect what your child hears to what they see. First, say the word by itself. Next, add a visual like a picture or a sign. Last, say the word again without any visual support.

[Click to watch strategy](#)

*These clips demonstrate a few examples of how to implement each strategy, but the possibilities are endless! They are intended as a learning tool to inspire parents and professionals to bring listening and language into everyday activities.*

[www.bakerinstituteforchildren.org](http://www.bakerinstituteforchildren.org)
Repetition

Bookmark this page on our website for quick access to all of these clips!

AUDITORY BOMBARDMENT
Auditory bombardment happens when you provide your child many opportunities to hear a speech sound or a new word.

Click to watch strategy

RADIO COMMENTARY
Talk about everything your child is doing, seeing and thinking as they engage in their daily routines.

Click to watch strategy

SELF TALK
Self-talk means talking about what you are doing, feeling, and thinking during your daily routines.

Click to watch strategy

LEARNING TO LISTEN SOUNDS
Learning to Listen sounds engage a child’s listening skills during play. Adding sound effects to common objects and actions makes it easier for your child to connect sound with meaning.

Click to watch strategy

REPEATION
Repetition helps children learn new words. Repeat words in your daily routines to grow your child’s vocabulary every day!

Click to watch strategy

USE MUSIC
Music is a wonderful tool for building your child’s language and listening skills. Incorporate music and add some rhythm and rhyme to your daily routines!

Click to watch strategy

These clips demonstrate a few examples of how to implement each strategy, but the possibilities are endless! They are intended as a learning tool to inspire parents and professionals to bring listening and language into everyday activities.

www.bakerinstituteforchildren.org
Building Interest

Bookmark **this page** on our website for quick access to all of these clips!

**PARENTESE**

Your voice is your child’s favorite thing to listen to! Keep things interesting by changing your pitch and volume and using an excited voice!

[Click to watch strategy](#)

**AUDITORY CLOSURE**

Pause at the end of a song or sentence to give your child a chance to fill in the blank!

[Click to watch strategy](#)

**ACOUSTIC HIGHLIGHTING**

Acoustic highlighting brings attention to the target word in a sentence. You can do this by making the word longer, louder, or pausing around the word for emphasis.

[Click to watch strategy](#)

**WHISPER**

Whispering is a way to emphasize the consonant sounds in a target word. This strategy can help your child focus on the quieter sounds in a word, like /b/ or /p/.

[Click to watch strategy](#)

**WAIT TIME**

Pause and allow your child to process auditory information. Count to 10 after asking a question and observe how your child responds!

[Click to watch strategy](#)

**EXPECTANT LOOK**

Show your child that you expect a response by giving them an expectant look. You can raise your eyebrows, tilt your head, and even use your hands to show them you’re ready for their turn.

[Click to watch strategy](#)

*These clips demonstrate a few examples of how to implement each strategy, but the possibilities are endless! They are intended as a learning tool to inspire parents and professionals to bring listening and language into everyday activities.*

[www.bakerinstituteforchildren.org](http://www.bakerinstituteforchildren.org)
Keeping Them Engaged

Bookmark this page on our website for quick access to all of these clips!

**FOLLOW YOUR CHILD’S LEAD**

Children learn best when they’re interested in the activity. Let your child lead the way, and add listening and language to whatever they choose.

[Click to watch strategy]

**JOINT ATTENTION**

Joint attention happens when you and your child are focusing on the same thing. Your child may look to you and look back at the object as if to tell you, “This is what I want you to notice!”

[Click to watch strategy]

**CHECK FOR COMPREHENSION**

It’s important to check in and ensure your child understands what they’re hearing. For younger children, observe their responses - did they look for or reach for the item you mentioned?

[Click to watch strategy]

**SABOTAGE AND SILLINESS**

Unexpected situations lead to new language opportunities! Set your child up to communicate with you by making mistakes and getting silly.

[Click to watch strategy]

**TAKE TURNS**

You are your child’s first conversation partner! Show them their voice is meaningful by taking turns with them.

[Click to watch strategy]

These clips demonstrate a few examples of how to implement each strategy, but the possibilities are endless! They are intended as a learning tool to inspire parents and professionals to bring listening and language into everyday activities.

www.bakerinstituteforchildren.org
Raising the Bar

Bookmark this page on our website for quick access to all of these clips!

EXPAND
Children learn best when they hear language that is a little more complex than theirs. Expand on what your child says by adding a detail or making their sentence longer.

MODEL CORRECT GRAMMAR
When children start putting words together, their sentences aren’t always perfect. Repeat your child’s sentence back to them with correct grammar so they can hear their sentence correctly.

AUDITORY CLUES
Grow your child’s listening skills by describing items with auditory clues! Talk about the item’s color, shape, and function, and see if they can guess what it is!

OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS
We get the most language from children when we ask open-ended questions. Try asking questions that require more than one word responses, like “What do you see?” or “What will happen next?”

COMMUNICATION REPAIR
Misunderstandings are bound to happen! Ask your child, “What did you hear?” to help them take charge of their listening. You can also model communication repair at home with phrases like, “Tell me again.”

These clips demonstrate a few examples of how to implement each strategy, but the possibilities are endless! They are intended as a learning tool to inspire parents and professionals to bring listening and language into everyday activities.

www.bakerinstituteforchildren.org